
Career Insight session

Why Not set the task of pupils creating a menu item, for them to
prepare and sell on premises. Pupils discussed with the
management team different option and things that customers
would like to buy, what they had the ability to make and how they
would present it. They also discussed if the menu item would be
available for both sit in and take away or just one option. Once
they had brainstormed pupils were able to taste and try different
product whilst making their decisions. 

The project allowed pupils to explore different areas of the
business and how adding a new menu item can be much more
complex than they first anticipated. Pupils needed to look at costs
and if they would make a profit, taking into account hidden costs.
They also needed to consider the appeal and if other people would
want to purchase the item. 

As well as the task given, pupils were able to explore different
parts of the café. Looking at customer service and barista training.
As well as discussing what they would like to see in the town. 
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Why Not

“As a new enterprise in the town
of Galashiels this was an

excellent project to be involved
with, it enabled us to engage

with pupils from the local
secondary school.  We were
able to speak to them about

what they like to do in
Galashiels thus enabling us to

make plans for the future of our
business.  The confidence

within each group grew week on
week and in fact we employed

one of them”

A group of senior phase pupils from Galashiels Academy divided into
two teams of nine and attended Why Not, a retail store and café in
Galashiels, for three weekly sessions during their timetabled Survival
Cookery class. Prior to the project they had completed modules on
safety legislation around preparing and selling food including and had
also obtained their REHIS certificate. 
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